
Gardenscapes

# Gardenscapes - All hell breaks loose in the garden

Your own home is a place of peace and quiet. At least that's what you would think. But in the

puzzle game Gardenscapes by Playrix it's anything but quiet and peaceful. Your life in the big city

is characterized by stress, noise and bad air. But then you receive a letter from your uncle's estate.

His butler Austin writes to let you know that you have inherited your uncle's mansion.

However, as soon as you arrive, it becomes clear that there is a lot to take care of. While the house

is in pretty good shape, the garden has seen better days. That's why Austen asks for your help to

get the garden back in shape. It's not that easy, because you don't have enough money to make

the improvements. But Austin wouldn't be a loyal butler if he didn't have an idea.

You can earn extra money in Gardenscapes by solving match-3 puzzles. The small puzzles are the

main source of income for you. If you score as many points as possible, you'll earn coins that you

can use to buy a bench to sit on, for example, or a rake for Austin to clear the garden of pesky

leaves.

There's also plenty to do in the house itself. Sometimes old, rotten floorboards need to be

replaced. Other times, the toilet is clogged and needs to be repaired. Here, too, you'll have to lend

Austin a hand to get your new home in top condition.  # Of flowers and nightmares

Butler Austin is a busy little bee. He steers you through the various gardens and also does most of

the cleanup for you. To help him make the necessary purchases, you play match-3 puzzles. In

these puzzles, you always have to match three fruits of one color to solve them. Another row of

fruits moves up until you match all the fruits in a puzzle correctly. Moving the fruits works by

tapping and swiping. The individual puzzles are always nice and short, so they can be solved

perfectly during a train ride or on the bus.

Once a puzzle is finished, you're allowed to get back to work in your garden. New plants need to be

purchased and planted. The fountain is in urgent need of repair and the hedge could certainly use

a trim. For such tasks, the game often offers you a small selection of tools from which you have to

choose the right one.

But even butler Austin needs your help from time to time. For example, the faithful soul is

sometimes plagued by nightmares in which his way is blocked, or his feelings for his sweetheart

cause him trouble. The game switches to small sliding puzzles that you can solve for additional

rewards. The puzzles are about creating a path for your butler to reach his destination by pulling

out certain sticks. Besides, through the small puzzles you'll learn a bit more about your butler

Austin.



As time goes by, you'll unlock new items and later you'll be able to discover completely new

gardens. Austin, however, is always by your side to make sure that your little green oases become

the most beautiful places in the neighborhood.

# What do users think of Gardenscapes?

For players, Gardenscapes is an interesting mix of an idle game and a puzzle game. The graphics

are very well done and the gameplay is simple. Also, there are many items that you can discover

for your garden.

However, the game often lacks variety. The puzzles hardly differ and the story around Butler

Austin, while quite lovingly designed, offers little motivation to play it for a longer time. There is

also no way to trade purchased items with other players, for example, or to compete against each

other.

Overall, Gardenscapes makes a solid impression. It is certainly sufficient for a small puzzle round

in between. But the long-term motivation is missing due to the lack of variety, so you might want to

look for alternatives to pass your time.

Advantages / Disadvantages

Many different items for the garden

unlockable Simple gameplay Funny graphics 

Gets monotonous quickly No multiplayer

options Story mode rather trivial 


